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Some consequences of Blum's axioms for step counting functions are investigated. 
Blum has suggested in [i, p. 335] that for the operation of self-composition there is 
no strong gap, i.e., 
3j[t(x) < q)j(x) < tt(x) i.o.]. 
In this paper a more general result is proved showing that for general recursive 
operators H[ ] satisfying certain weak conditions, there is no strong gap, i.e., there 
exists a program P~ with step counting function q)j lying between t(x) and H[t()](x) 
infinitely often. The result for self-composition follows as a corollary. This result is a 
stronger and machine-independent version of Constable's results for Turing machines. 
PRELIMINARIES 
Let r r ,--. be an acceptable Godel numbering of all the partial recursive func- 
tions [3]. A partial recursive function ~ i ,  the "step counting function", is associated 
with each r 9 The set of partial recursive functions {qb~} is completely arbitrary save 
for two axioms: 
(1) ~i(x) converges ~-  qgi(x ) converges, and 
(2) the function 
M(i, x, y) = llo 
if ~i(x) Y, 
otherwise, 
is recursive. 
Intuitively, r represents the amount of time (or space) used by program i with 
input x. If  q~i(x) is undefined, the statement "~i(x) > y"  is true by convention for any 
integer y. 
* The results reported here represent a part of the author's M.S. report at the University of 
California, Berkeley. This research was supported by NSF Grant G J-708. 
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Let H[ ] denote ageneral recursive operator taking total functions to total functions. 
H[ ] :o~-+ o~ where o~" is the set of number theoretic functions of one argument 
(see Rogers [3] for a definition of H[ ]). 
For any functions f and t let ft  be the composition o f f  with t. For any function g let 
gO be the identity function and gU+t be the composition ofg with gV. 
The abbreviations "a.e.", "i.o." are used for "almost everywhere", and "infinitely 
often", respectively. 
DEFINITION 1. A sequence r r .... of partial functions forms a measured set 
if Ai, x, y[r = y] is a recursive predicate, i.e., there exists recursive M, ,  such 
that for all i, x, y, 
ll0 if ~b,(x) = y, 
Mr x, y) = otherwise. 
DEFINmON 2. A function g of two variables is monotone increasing if
min{g(x + 1,y),g(x,y + 1)) >g(x,y)  for all x,y. 
PROPOSITION (McCreight and Meyer [4]). I f  {r is a measured set and 9 is any 
complexity measure, then 
(1) 3 recursive a such that Vi[~b i = r 
(2) 3 monotone increasing recursive h such that 
ViVx >~ i[~o,~(x) < h(~; r []  
Let L be the tape measure of computational complexity on one-tape Turing machi- 
nes. 
THEOREM 1 (Constable [2]). 
sufficiently large t 
(i) I f  [t(x) ~ x a.e.], 
then [H[t( )] (x) > t(x) a.e.]. 
(ii) [H[t( )] (x) ~ t(x + 1) a.e.]. 
Then for all sufficiently large t there is an i such that 
[t(x) ~ Li(x ) ~.~ H[t( )] (x)i.o.]. 
Let H[ ] be a general recursive operator such that for all 
[] 
MAIN THEOREMS 
Constable's theorem asserts that for all sufficiently arge t, there xists a Turing 
machine program Pi that has tape counting function Li(x) between t(x) and H[t( )] (x) 
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infinitely often. However, this theorem is actually independent of the complexity 
measure we choose, as we will show in Theorem 2. From the fact that "any two mea- 
sures cannot differ too much modulo g (Theorem 3 [1])", we would like to deduce 
that P~ has step counting function ~ between t(x) and H[t( )] (x) infinitely often. 
We can make the interval [t(x), H[t( )] (x)] big enough to contain a neighborhood 
around L~(x). The neighborhood is of size g2 so that ~- is within it. The picture here is 
L~(x) 
t(x) < I - - , - - I  < H[t( )] (x). 
g-a(Lj) g(Lj) 
However, this may be false ifLj lies too close to t or Hit( )]. For this reason, we shall 
construct Pi and Pk so that if 
(a) L~. lies close to and just above t infinitely often, then the program P~ has tape 
counting function L k sufficiently but not too much above L j ,  to ensure that q~k lies 
in the gap [t, H[t( )]] infinitely often. (This can be done by makingg honestland requir- 
ing H[ ] to be big enough, e.g., let g2(L~) > L~ > g(Lj) and let H[t( )] (x) > g't(x).) 
On the other hand, if 
(b) Lj lies close to and just below H[t( )] infinitely often, then the program P~ 
has tape counting function L i sufficiently below H[t( )] to ensure that q)i lies in the 
gap [t, H[t( )]] infinitely often. 
Before going to Theorem 2, we have the following lemma. It follows easily from the 
Blum Compression theorem [1]. 
LEMMA 1. For all recursive a(x), there exists a step counting function f, such that 
(i) f is monotone increasing, 
(ii) gx[f(x) > a(x)]. [] 
THEOREM 2. Let q) be any complexity measure. There exists a recursive function f
such that if t is any recursive function with the property t(x) > x a.e. and if HI ] is any 
general recursive operator with the property 
Vx[H[t( )] (x) > ft(x)], 2 (1) 
Yx3y > x[H[t( )] (x) • t(y)], (2) 
then 
3j[H[t( )] (x) > q~j(x) > t(x)i.o.]. (3) 
1 See [4], intuitively an honest function has the property that the running time of the function 
approximately equals to the value of the function. 
Vx[P(x)] means for almost all x, the predicate P(x) holds. 
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Proof. Let L be the tape measure on one-tape Turing machines as given by 
Constable. From Theorem 3[I], there exists a monotone increasing recursive function 
g such that 
oo 
ViVx[g(x, ~,(x)) ~> L,(x) & g(x, Li(x)) >/(hi(x)]. (4) 
Let a be a recursive function such that Co(z) = qh 9 We know that any complexity 
measure q) forms a measured set. By Proposition (2), there exists a monotone increasing 
recursive h such that 
VIVx ~ l[Lo(z)(x ) ~ h(x, ~o(z)(x))]. (5) 
Let f =fx  4, where f l  is one of the step counting functions r ~ r satisfying 
Eqs. (6)-(8): 
fx is monotone increasing, 
Vx[fx(x ) > h(x, x) + x] where h is the function of Eq. (5), 
Vx[fl(x ) > g(x, x)] whereg is the function of Eq. (4). 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
The existence off1 follows from Lemma 1 by setting 
a(x) = max{g(x, x), h(x, x) + x}. 
Now we construct a program (Turing Machine) Pk; Pk has a subprogram P~.; P~ has 
a subprogram Pi .  These are constructed so that one of q)i, ~J ,  q)k will satisfy Eq. (3). 
Pk begins at stage 0. 
Stage x: AssumeLi,  L~-, Lk already defined for all y, y < x, and that x, Li(x -- 1), 
L~(x -- 1), andLk(x - 1) are recorded on tape. For x = 0, we define 
L,(x -- 1) =Lj (x  -- 1) =Lk(x -- 1) = 0. 
Then consider two cases. 
Case (a). If x <Lj (x  -- 1), define Pi ,  P j ,  and Pk such that 
L,(x) = Li(x -- 1), L~(x) = gj(x -- 1), 
Lk(x )  = Lk(x  - 1). 
(This can be done easily, since the amount of tape squares used with x --  1 is recorded 
on tape.) Increment x by 1. Go to stage x + 1. 
Case (b). If x =L~(x -- 1), then compute in three steps: 
Step 1. Define Pdx), such that tape squares used is >/fit(x), i.e., Li(x ) >~flt(x). 
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(Computeflt(x) using known f~ and t; compare the number of tape squares L11,(x ) 
with fit(x). Since./1 and t are total functions, the computation must halt. If t is very 
complex, then the amount of tape squares used is much larger than fit(x); however, 
if the number of tape squares used for the computation is smaller than fit(x), just 
fill up extra squares until equal to fit(x).) 
Step 2. Define Pj(x) such that 
(i) If x < l (where fl  = 6~(0), then set 
Lj(x) ~ fiL,(x), 
(ii) If x ~ l, then set L~(x) so that 
flf~r~(x) > Lj(x) ~ f~L,(x). (9) 
(ComputefaLi(x) (i.e., ~o(z)(Li(x))  using f l  and Li(x) computed in Step 1. Compare 
the amount of tape squares used, L~L,(X) (i.e., Lo,)(L&))), with flLi(x).) Consider 
two cases. 
(i) If 
let 
(ii) If 
mark off extra squares until 
L~L,(x) >~ flL,(x), 
Lj(x) = L~IL,(x) + t,(x). 
L,1L,(x) <kL,(x) ,  
L~(x) = fiLi(x). 
It follows from the construction that L~(x) >~fxLi(x) for all x = L~(x -- 1). Since f l  
is one of the step counting functions,flL~(x ) is not very hard to compute; from Eq. (5) 
we know that 
Vx >~ l[h(x, flL,(x)) >~ Lo(~)(L~(x)) = LhL,(x)]. (10) 
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Thus, 
w ~> l[f~/~L,(x) >/h(f~L~(x),f~Li(x)) +fiL,(x) 
h(X, flLi(x)) q- Li(x) 
Step 3. 
(i) 
(ii) 
LI~L,(x) -t- L,(x) 
L~(x) 
Define Pk(x) such that 
If x < l (where fl = r then 
L~(~) >~f~L~(~). 
If x ~ l, then 
[by Eq. (7)] 
(since h and f l  are monotone 
increasing, f~Li(x ) > L~(x), by Eq. 
(7), and L~(x) > x, by construe- 
flflL~(x) > Lk(x) ~ flL~(x) 
tion.) 
(by Eq. (10)) 
(by construction). 
(11) 
(Same as in Step 2.) Go to stage x + 1. 
This finishes the program. Let us see why it works. 
(A) Look at the sufficiently large zm such that 
Lj(z,,) = z,, + 1. 
(These zm are just those points where Case (b) takes over.) 
t(z~) >~ z~ + 1 = LXz.,3. (12) 
(Since Vx[t(x) > x].) Define 
z,~ ~ maxy[y ~ zm &Lj(y) > L~(y -- 1)]. 
Then at z,~, zn = Lj(zn -- 1), whence by Eqs. (9) and (11), for all zn >/l  
ffflLi(z~) >L~(z.) ~ flLi(z.) >Li(zn) ) f~t(z.) > t(zn) (13) 
Afln~(z~) > L~(z.) ~ fln~(z~). 
Since fl is increasing and Li,  Lj, and L k are unchanged as z ranges between zn and 
zm, it follows that for all z, l ~ z n ~ z ~ zm , 
f~fiL,(z) > Li(z ) ~ faLi(z), (14) 
flflL~(z) >L~(z) >/ flL~(z). (15) 
(n) 
LEMMA. 
P oof. 
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Between z~ and zm, L~ is unchanged, and by Eqs. (12) and (13), 
t(z,~) < Lj(z~) = Lj(z.,) = z,~ q- 1 ~< t(z~). 
There exists y, 
z,, ~ y < Zm , 
t(y) < L~(y) < H[t( )] (y). 
Consider the interval [t(zn) , Hit( )] (zn)]. I f  
Lj(z,) ~ H[t( )1 (z,~), 
then let y = zn; otherwise 
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Lj(zn) > H[t( )] (zn). 
By Eq. (2), for sufficiently large z,,, 
~X 1 ~> Z n , 
[H[t( )] (z,) >~ t(xl)]. 
We claim xl < zm and t(xl) < Lj(z~), since 
zm + 1 = Ls(z,,,) = Lj(zn) > Hit( )] (zn) ~> t(xl) > xl . 
Then consider the interval [t(Xl), H[t( )] (xl)]]. From above 
t (<)  < = Lj(.1). 
I f  
Lj(Xl) < H[t (  )] (Xl) , 
then let y = x~, otherwise by the same reason as above, there exists x 2 , x 1 < x 2 < Zm 
and x,, is the candidate for y. Continue this process until, for some k, 
x k < t(x~) <L~(xk) < H[t( )] (xk); 
then lety = x~. Such an xk, xk < zm, is eventually reached, since x I < x~ < "" < zm 9 
End of Lemma. 
(C) It follows from (B) and the existence of infinitely many Zm such that 
L~(z,,) = z,,, -k 1, that 
[t(y) < Lj(y) <~ H[t( )] (y)i.o.]. 
We now show that this equation is true with one of ~i, ~i, ~k replacing L j .  
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We consider three cases: 
(a) L~(y) falls "approximately" 
infinitely often. 
(b) L~(y) lies close to and just above t(y) infinitely often. 
(c) L~(y) lies close to and just below H[t( )] (y) infinitely often. 
(a) flZt(y) ~ Lj(y) ~ flt(y) 
for infinitely many y. 
Let y denote such an integer. 
(i) H[t( )] (y) >fdt(y)  
>~ fxL~(y) 
> g(Lj(y), L~(y)) 
g(y, L~(y)) 
(ii) g(y, ~j(y)) 
>~ r
~Lr 
~flt(y) 
g(t(y), t(y)) 
g(y, t(y)) 
q~(y) > fly) ) Y 
Thus, we have 
flq~(y) > g(r r 
g(Y, r 
~ Lj(y) 
~ flt(y) 
O~(y) t(y) 
By (i), (ii), 
(b) 
for infinitely many y. 
in the middle of the gap, [t(y), H[t( )] (y)] 
(16) 
(by Eq. (1)) 
(by Eq. (16) andf~ increasing) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(since Lj(y) ~ y and g is increasing in its 
1st variable) 
(by Eq. (4)) 
(by Eq. (4)) 
(by Eq. (16)) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(t(y) ~y  and g is increasing in its 1st 
variable). 
(g increasing in its 2nd variable). (17) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(by Eq. (17) and g 
variable) 
(by Eq. (4)) 
(by Eq. (16)) 
(fl is increasing). 
[H[t( )] (y) > r > t(y) i.o.] 
At(y) > Lj(y) > t(y) 
increasing in its 1st 
(18) 
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Let y denote such an integer. 
(i) H[t( )] (y) > f~'t(y) 
> f13Lj(y) 
> flL~,(y) 
> g[L~(y), Lk(y)] 
> g(y, Lk(y)] 
(ii) g(y, r 
~> Ck(Y) 
>~ Lk(y) 
>~ f~Lj(y) 
> g(L~(y), L~(y)) 
> g(y, Lj(y)) 
-+ r 
Thus, we have 
f(~k(Y)) 
> L~(y) > y 
> g(~k(Y), ~k(Y)) 
> g(y, q~k(Y)) 
L~(y) 
~> f~L~(3,) 
>At(Y) 
> t(y) -+ ~k(y) 
By (i), (ii), 
(c) 
for infinitely many . 
Let y denote such an integer. 
(i) f~f~L,(y) > L~(y) 
~>Aat(y) 
-~ Li(y) >At (y )  
>y 
(by Eq. (1)) 
(by Eq. (18) andfl increasing) 
(by Eq. (15) and fl increasing) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(Lk(y) >y  and g increasing in its 1st 
variable) 
(by Eq. (4)). 
(by Eq. (4)) 
(by Eq. (15)) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(Lj(y) >y  and g increasing in its 1st 
variable) 
(g is increasing in its 2nd variable). (19) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(by Eq. (19) and g 
variable) 
(by Eq. (4)) 
(by Eq. (15)) 
(by Eq. (18) and f~ increasing) 
(fl is increasing). 
[H[t( )] (y) > Ck(Y) > t(y)i.o.]. 
H[t( )] (y) ~> Li(y ) > f~Zt(y) 
(by Eq. (14)) 
(by Eq. (20)) 
(fl increasing) 
(fx increasing and t(y) > y). 
increasing in its 1st 
(20) 
(21) 
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Thus, we have 
H[t( )] (y) >~ Li(y ) 
>~ f~L,(y) 
> g(L,(y), L,(y)) 
> g(y, L,(y)) 
(ii) g(y, qbi(y)) >7 L,(y) 
>At(Y) 
> g(t(y), t(y)) 
> g(y, t(y)) 
-+ q~i(y) > t(y) > y 
Thus, we have 
f 3(q~,(y)) > f 2g(q),(y), r
> f~2g(y, Cbi(y)) 
--+ q~,(y) 
By (i), (ii), 
>~ f~f~L,(y) 
> Lj(y) 
>A3t(y) 
> t(y) 
COROLLARY. 
recursive t, 
eroo/. 
(1) 
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(by Eq. (20)) 
(by Eq. (14)) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(since Li(y) > y and g is increasing in its 
1st variable) 
(by Eq. (4)). 
(by Eq. (4)) 
(by Eq. (21)) 
(by Eq. (8)) 
(since t (y )>y and g 
1st variable). 
(g increasing in its 2nd variable). 
increasing in its 
(22) 
(by Eq. (8) and ft increasing) 
(by Eq. (22) and g increasing in its 1st 
variable) 
(by Eq. (4) and fl increasing) 
(by Eq. (14)) 
(by Zq. (20)) 
(fl increasing). 
[HIt( )] (y) > ~,(y) > t(y)i.o.]. .~. 
For all complexity measures ~, there exists recursive f such that for all 
It(x) >f(x)  a.e. --~ 3j[tt(x) > q~j(x) > t(x) i.o.]]. 
Let H[t( )] (x) = tt(x) in Theorem 2 above, and check hypotheses: 
[t(x) >f(x)  a.e.] ~ [tt(x) >ft(x) a.e.] 
[H[t( )] (x) > ft(x) a.e.]. 
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(2) Let y = t(x), then y > x and tt(x) = t(y).  Therefore, 
Vx 3y > x [H[t( )] (x) ~ t(y)]. 
The corollary follows Theorem 2. [] 
Constable [2] has pointed out that this corollary is true for sufficiently large non- 
decreasing t. Our result now shows that it is true for all sufficiently large t. 
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